Was James Dean Queer? Why the Debate Hasn't Gone Away
Sep 30, 2021 · Generations of queer men saw hope in cinema’s first sympathetic depiction of same-sex teenage love, and its only such depiction for more than a generation, but ...

Genderqueer: What Does It Mean?
Oct 27, 2017 · KC Clements is a queer, nonbinary writer based in Brooklyn, NY. Their work deals with queer and trans identity, sex and sexuality, health and wellness from ...

30 singers you may not know are LGBT - PinkNews
Apr 18, 2019 · Lady Gaga is a bisexual, queer icon. Lady Gaga, winner of the Music (Original Song) award for ‘Shallow’ from ‘A Star Is Born,’ attends the 2019 Vanity Fair ...

Riana's Collection of Sissy Humiliation Stories | A
May 06, 2017 · Since the last time I was here, He had installed a stainless steel D-ring on the back panel under the desk, the curve of the ring was heavy-duty thick and glistened even in the darkness. Attached to the ring is a leash about four-feet-long and punctuated by a thin leather collar.

in a queer time and
May 06, 2017 · Since the last time I was here, He had installed a stainless steel D-ring on the back panel under the desk, the curve of the ring was heavy-duty thick and glistened even in the darkness. Attached to the ring is a leash about four-feet-long and punctuated by a thin leather collar.

in a queer time and
To visitors of all ages, sexualities, and identities, the one comment I hear the most when I’m a docent at the new South Bay queer museum exhibit is, "I didn't know any of this."

guest opinion: discovering 50 years of queer history in silicon valley
Melissa Febos has been overhauling the memoir and queer writing canon over the course of the last decade. In her latest book Girlhood, which was released this past spring, Febos recounts her

queer potentiality in lived experience: a conversation with melissa febos
The #Chiefs are taking things one step at a time for new WR Josh Gordon and injured LB Willie Gay Jr. with the #Bills game on the horizon.

chiefs taking things one step at a time with josh gordon, willie gay jr. in week 5
If you're interested in gay webcam sites and watching sexy men engage in video chat, this is the article for you. These days, the

22 best gay cam sites and models 2021: top gay cam shows and live video chat
EFL referee James Adcock has publicly come out as gay and has shared the joy he has received amidst the acceptance of people. He is one of the few people who are openly gay in football and has

people know i’m gay and just accept it: james adcock
For his breakthrough role in ‘Moonlight,’ Trevante Rhodes once explained how he found inspiration for the role in his gay friend.

trevante rhodes used his gay best friend for inspiration in ‘moonlight’
One student’s last name has been withheld for personal safety reasons. Whipped coffee, “Tiger King” and baking too much bread are all distant memories from the COVID-19 lockdown. But for many, this

how the covid-19 lockdown gave people the time and space to embrace their queer identities
They concern themselves with a certain gay cultural identity some might find identity as springing from a more innocent, idyllic time. Two self-portraits challenge the latter illusion directly.

art review: joe mama-nitzberg speaks to a specific time in queer culture
Michael O'Loughlin, a correspondent for America Media, is continuing his reporting on the intersection between the LGBTQ community, the Roman Catholic Church, and the AIDS epidemic in his book "Hidden

lgbtq agenda: new book tells untold stories of queer catholics in the

1980s
Pop culture has endlessly reimagined James Dean from the moment he died—he is straight, bisexual, and gay; sensitive and aggressive; misunderstood and manipulative; victim and predator

it's time we let james dean be the queer icon he is
The pro baseball player tells other gay, bi and queer athletes that even if they feel isolated, they are not alone.

bryan ruby says his teammates, coaches and fans all had his back as he came out as gay
Faculty of the Arts and Sciences Dean Claudine Gay said she “could not be more pleased” about the Covid-19 positivity rate on campus during an interview last week.

fas dean gay ‘pretty confident’ in-person classes will continue
I feel the worst for Carl Nassib in the aftermath of Jon Gruden’s emails. It was less than four months ago that Nassib made a choice to come out as gay, the only current player in the NFL to do so. He

carl nassib takes personal day in wake of jon gruden anti-gay comments
Queer Horror Festival, a series of short plays by UI students, and "Arcana" are two theater productions opening this weekend in Iowa City.

things to do in iowa city this weekend include queer horror festival at university of iowa
When Reginald Brown was walking to school in the third grade and first called a sissy and slurs for gay people, Brown didn’t even know the meaning of the words. "About five or six older boys from my

“51 years out!”: events later this month will celebrate the history of gay liberation at ku and in lawrence
A TV show with a talented cast of performers, Dear White People’s fourth season includes some brand-new faces as well — including a Queer Eye star who has achieved renown for his work in reality
‘dear white people’: which ‘queer eye’ star will appear in season 4?
Actor Parvesh Cheena reflects on his roles over 20 years in Hollywood and how that mirrors a changing industry

hollywood finds room for a gay and indian american actor
No Time to Die features a scene that seems to confirm Ben Whishaw’s Q is gay, making his character the first ally of James Bond (played by Daniel Craig) to be out as a member of the LGBTQ+ community.

‘no time to die’ hints q is gay in landmark lgbtq+ scene
FOOTBALL LEAGUE referee James Adcock has publicly opened up about his sexuality on National Coming Out Day – and praised his fellow officials for supporting him. The 37-year-old currently

efl referee james adcock opens up about being gay and how ‘proud’ fellow officials are on national coming out day
"We’re calling this a farewell and not a goodbye because we believe transitions are meant to be celebrated and we’re really proud of what we’ve given and what the community has given back," one

reunion, a haven for queer and minority creatives in humboldt park, closing after 6 years
Before his execution in July 1943 at the hands of the Nazi party, Willem Arondeus asked his lawyer for one last request: to spread a message.

lgbqt history month: dutch gay men defied the nazis and saved thousands
A short scene in the new James Bond film No Time To Die has casually confirmed that the Quartermaster – aka Q – is queer. Many actors have graced the action-espionage franchise in recent years.

fan theory about major james bond character’s sexuality casually confirmed in no time to die
Las Vegas Raiders coach Jon Gruden used misogynistic and anti-gay language in numerous emails during a seven-year period beginning in 2011, The New York Times reported Monday night, saying it has

report: jon gruden used anti-gay, misogynistic language in emails over 7-year period
The latest James Bond film, No Time To Die, has finally hit cinemas after a one-and-a-half year delay because of the pandemic (read a review of the movie here). Apparently, the movie has a queer

‘did no time to die just out one of the characters as gay?’
DEAR DEIDRE: I HAVE always been really close to my grandad – until he found out I’m gay. I’m his only grandson and he used to spend a lot of time with me. We’d go for walks together and I

grandad does not want to spend time with me after he found out i am gay
Whishaw is gay and in a civil partnership with Australian We want Daniel to have his time of celebration. Next year we’ll start thinking about the future.’

no time to die’s ben whishaw wants a gay actor for next james bond
But current “No Time to Die” actor Ben Whishaw, who plays Q in the 25th Bond movie, has other ideas. When asked if he would like to see a gay actor play an openly gay Bond in an interview with

‘no time to die’ actor ben whishaw wants a gay james bond: ‘that would be real progress’
Whishaw said there "aren’t many out gay British actors", he did suggest Craig, who plays Bond for the final time in "No Time To Die", said his successor shouldn’t be female, but that women

'no time toe die' actor ben whishaw wants to watch a gay bond, says 'that would be real progress'
“Queer time” is a popular notion among a certain cohort of aestheticians and philosophers. Used loosely, the term can seem to suggest that any deviation from linearity is somehow queer—a

a kentucky painter’s travels in queer time
The first time Fenton Bailey and Randy Barbato met Tammy Faye Messner, in the mid-1990s, they had invited her to their LA home for a new talk show

in-a-queer-time-and-place-transgender-bodies-subcultural-lives-j-jack-halberstam
they were shooting for British TV. The two gay

‘the eyes of tammy faye’: how a bible thumper became a gay advocate and icon
"Next time before posting a comment on social media questioning why gay men are marrying straight women, think about the society you have contributed to create. Until we allow gay people to marry

man explains why straight women are caught up in marriages with gay men
No Time To Die's Ben Whishaw has said he wants a gay actor to take on the iconic role of James Bond after Daniel Craig steps down. For Whishaw, the 40-year-old who has played the genius inventor

no time to die's ben whishaw wants a gay actor to replace daniel craig as james bond
Newcomer Max Harwood plays the titular role and told Reuters he felt it was important for queer representation that the story be told around the world. "It's important that queer stories also

making queer stories universal: 'everybody's talking about jamie' premieres in london
As we edge closer to Germany's federal election, we go back in time to experience Berlin as and chat about queer inclusion in environmental matters.

revisiting berlin's wetlands, the global food agenda and queer inclusion
Ben Whishaw has said that he wants to see a gay actor play James Bond. The British performer appears in No Time To Die as Q, a role he first played in 2012's Skyfall. With No Time To Die marking

no time to die: ben whishaw wants a gay actor to play next james bond
will reprise his role in No Time to Die. The actor told Attitude his thoughts on a gay actor taking over the role. "God, can you imagine? I mean, it would be quite an extraordinary thing," Whishaw

no time to die's ben whishaw 'would like to see' an openly gay actor play james bond next
So for a long time, the idea of getting married, we didn't talk about it.” Both men are now in their 40s. Gov. Polis recalls the stereotypes that came along with being gay when he was younger. “